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BIGGEST RALLY IN HISTORY OF BRAZIL 

In Havana on February 21, Francisco Juligo said that a "pre- 
revolutionar situation” has opened in Brazil, [See World Outlook 
February 28. 

That his observation may have been an accurate one was indicated 
by the rally held in Rio de Janeiro March 13. Most observers, said 
Irenee Guimaraes, special correspondent of the Paris Le Monde, believed 
"it would go down in history as the most imposing mass demonstration 
ever held in Brazil up to now.lt 
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Some 200,000 persons, mostly workers, came hundreds of miles from J 
all,over Brazil to the rally sponsored by the trade unions, 

The polarization of class forces is indicated by the fact that 
Carlos Lacerda, the reactionary governor of Guanabara, banned the 
meeting. It was protected from the governor's forces by 3,000 federal 
troops armed with rifles and machine guns and backed by tanks. 

The meeting was addressed from a balcony by President Jogo * 
Goulart, who is moving to the left in order to keep control of the 
popular forces. Goulart told the huge crowd. that this very day he tid 
signed a decree expropriating all privately held uncultivated land on 
a six-mile strip on either side of all highways, railways and water- 
ways fn the country. [Only an estimated 2.8 per cent of private hold- 
ings will be affected.] These strips will go to landless peasants. 

Goulart said he had also signed a decree expropriating the seven 
remaining privately owned oil refineries, and that before the day was 
out he would sign an "urban reform" law regulating rents. 

The crowd roared its approval of the measures. Goulart admitted, 
however, that these were only token steps. 
reform, he said, 

To get a genuine agraricn 
it would be necessary to change the Constitution. 

Warming up, Goulart demanded reform of the banking system and 
the right of the illiterate to vote. 
and he said that 

He attacked the church hierarchy, 
"if blood should ever flow in the struggle now being 

conducted for the reform of institutions, the responsibility will fall 
on the reactionary minorities who seek to defend certain impermissible 
privileges by any means.'? 

[Point was given to these words when March 15 dispatches reported 
that Adhemar de Barros, governor of Sso Paul0 state, said that he 
would use his 40,000 police to block any land seizures by federal 
authorities. Big landholders all over Brazil were reported threaten- 
ing to fire on any peasants who may inter the federal measures as 
a signal to move ahead and take the land. 

Goulartls brother-in-law' Lfoncl Brizzola centered his speech at 
the rally against the federal congress, which is dominated almost 
completely by representatives of Brazil's feudalistic landholding 
oligarchy, 
ment of a 

He called for a Constituent Assembly and the establish- 
"truly democratic" government. The crowd responded with 

l?OElPS, “Close the parliament!” 

Some people, said Le Mondets correspondent, stressed the odd 
resemblance of the rally of workers to "the big meetings of Mr. 
Fidel Castro.11 

"Perhaps it would be an exaggeration," he concluded Itto say 
that this Friday March 13 marked the rise of the curtain'on the first, 
act of the Brazilian revolution, but it was certainly the prelude.U 
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L The Bloomington Case 

FIRST CAMPUS "SEDITIONs' TRIAL IN U.S. HISTORY 

NEW YORK -- One of the most severe and repressive attacks on the 
constitutional rights of United States citizens is presently being 
conducted in the state of Indiana against the nation-wide socialist 
youth organization, the Young Socialist Alliance [YSA]. In Blooming- 
ton, Indiana, the seat of the state university, three officers of the 
local chapter of the YSA have been indicted, are out on bond and face 
two to six years in prison under the infamous Indiana Anti-Subversion 
Law. * 

This is the first time in U.S. history that students have been 
charged with sedition for their activities on a university campus. 
The results of this case will be of crucial significance to the future 
of the post-McCarthy generation of students that has begun to stir in 
support of the Negro peoplels struggle, the Cuban and other colonial 
revolutions and social justice in general. 

Tom. Morgan, 23 (a native of Terre Haute, the birthplace and home 
of the great American socialist leader, Eugene V. Debs), Jim Bingham, 
25, and Ralph Levitt, 25, were first indicted on May Day of 1963 on 
trumped-up charges of having assembled to allegedly advocate the 
violent overthrow of the state of Indiana and of the U.S. government. 
The occasion of the assembly? A meeting on the Indiana University 
campus, sponsored by the YSA, at which the speaker was Leroy McRae, 
YSA national organizational secretary. McRae, a young Negro social- 
ist and civil-rights fighter, said. that in addition to the tactic of 
non-violence the Negro people must be ready to- defend themselves, a 
right guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution, against the violence of 
the white supremacists and Ku Klux Klanners. 

The local prosecutor responsible for bringing this indictment 
was right-wing, John-Birch-minded Thomas A. Hoadley. Hoadley made 
numerous allegations against the YSA and its officers, which were 
played up by the Qyellow press" in Indiana, in order to inflame pub- 
lic opinion against the defendants. - 

Among these charges were that the YSA was organized by "Moscow- 
trained agents" (the YSA is a Trotskyist youth group); that the YSA 
was Oin a running gun battle with the State of Kentucky't (the group 
had organized aid to striking miners in the Hazard, Kentucky, area); 
and, most recently, that it was somehow connected with Lee Harvey 
Oswald, the alleged assassin of President Kennedy. 

The law under which the indictments were brought is a key element 
in the case. The Indiana Anti-Subversion Law was passed by the Indi- 
ana legislature during the height of the WCarthy hysteria. In that 
sa-me period, Indiana officials attempted to ban the story of Robin 

'\c/ Hood from the public schools, because this story-book hero tomom 
therich and gave to the poor; this made him an obvious "subversive," 
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In the 19201s Indiana was a seat of power of the Ku Klu;; Klan. -1 
In the 19301s the Silver Shirts, a fascist stormtrooper or~anizati'bn; 
flourished there,. Mor.e recently, in 1958, the John Birch Society was 
founded in the state capital. Such ultraconservative traditions are 
embodied in the Indiana Anti-Subversion Law, which states that it is 
the 'Ipub1i.o policy" of the state of Indiana to llexterminate Commun- 
ism, Communists or teachings the same." 

The students being defended noted 
cdnstitutional authority and General Counsel of the Emergency Civil 
Liberties III, of Louisvillo, 
Kentucky, The defense attorneys contend that the indictments 

fol- 
lowing grounds: free- 

of speech, assembly and conscience; that 
it is superseded such as the Smith 

Acts, (This, of course, these 
odious federal will contend, finally 
that even if the law valid, the Indiana students did not vio ate !i_ 
the provisions concerning advooacy 

press inter- 
ests, claims that par- 
ticular violatioh of the law but their ideas constitute con- 
spiracy against the state want 
to stamp what it stands for." 

On March will plead 
case proceed jury 

trial, in which will attempt enter as evidence 

ism. 

A national defense committee been formed to publicize 
legal and moral case and raise funds for.the costly 
court battle, dedi- 
cated 

over the Indiana witch-hunt. The national 
that CABS is getting marks its efforts as a high-water point 

in recent American labor defense history. 

All e>:pressions of international support are strongly welcomed. 
Please send all inquiries and messages of support to: 

r 
Committee to Aid the Bloomington Students 

P. 0. Box 213, Cooper Station 
New York, New York 10003 
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L BERTRAND RUSSELL BACKS BLOOMINGTON STUDENTS 

Bertrand Russell, the famous British mathematician and philo- 

to oppose the mad policies which governments have fol- 
lowed. The danger to survival today is intimately related to the. 
inability to speak out effectively against governments, East and West. 
I hope that there will be an international demand for justiae in the 
case of the Bloomington Students, whose example should insp;‘ire every- 
one who follows individual liberty." 

THE BLACK MUSLIMS TODAY 

By Evelyn 

II. 

The typical Muslim congregation 

Sell 

has several outstanding features: 

(1) The Muslims attract the young. Eighty per aent of the mem- 
bers are between 17-35 years of age. Young min.Psters are the rule. 

(2) The Muslims attract men in contrast to the typical Negro 
Christian churah where women are in the majority. 

(3) The Muslims are a working-class group. Very few intellea- 
tuals or professionals are interested in temple membership but an 
increasing number of young college students are joining. 

Born in the Northern urban ghetto, the mo<ement has stayed there, 
concentrating its temples, its businesses and its recruiting in the 
poorest working-class sections, They remain in the heart of the 
black ghetto although their present wealth could allow them to move 
into better areas. 

Rearuiting is done in the pool-halls, bars, barber shops, stores, 
street corners and jails. 
alcoholics 

MaC'y'Muslims are ex-convicts, dope addicts, 
, prostitutes -- the. derelicts of capitalist society. The 

'b movement has astonishing results in rehabilitating these people. A 
dramatic example of how the movement transformed a former dope addict 



and criminal is provided by Malcolm X. Shabazz, -minister of New -/ 
Yorkrs Harlem Templ&.Ne. 7 and .%he see&d most important Muslim in 
the country, 

He was born Malcolm Little in Omcaha, Nebraska, around 1927. His 
father, a Baptist minister and an ex-Garveyite, was under constant 
fire from whites who resented his outspoken militancy against Jim 
crow. Malcolm remembers what happened when the Ku Klux Klan burned 
the family home: "The firemen came and just sat there without making 
any effort to put one drop of mater on the fire. The same fire that 
burned my fatherts home still burns -my soul." 

Added fuel to that soul-scorching fire was provided when his 
father was mysteriously killed. EIalcolm was sure racists murdered 
him. 

Converted in _l?rison 

The family moved east and during his late teens Malcolm beoame a 
successful petty criminal in the Harlem underworld. After several 
trips to jail he landed in a maximum security prison in Massachusetts. 
While there he read "thousands of books because I wanted to know what 
made people the way they are," ile didn*t find the answer to his needs 
in the prison library. His brother, a member of the Detroit temple, 
visited him in prison and converted hi-m to'the Muslims. 

"I am what you would call an ex-convict," he has said. I11 am not 
ashamed of this because it was all done when I was a part of the white 
mants Christian world. As a Muslim, I would never have done these 
awful things that caused me to go to prison. . . When I was in the 
world of the Christians, I behaved as they did; I did what the white 
man did because, like everybody else, I thought this was the best 
thing possible to do." 

A person who becomes a Muslim is literally reborn inwardly and 
outwardly. The change'involves one*s name, religion, country, langu- 
age, code of ethics and cultural values. The first symbol of this 
rebirth is the casting off of the slavemasterts name and taking on 
instead the last name of *lX.1r Certain highly favored Muslims are 
granted their. "ori Q inal names" by Muhammad. 
the name 'IShabazz.' 

Thus Malcolm X was granted 

Code of Behavior 

A Muslimts personal behavior is distinctive. It is purposely 
designed to be the opposite of the usual stereotyped picture presented 
by prejudiced whites. 

They balks about. 
ractice the ideal middle-class morality 

that the white middle class. mere y 

Muslims are forbidderi to smoke, drink liquor, carry weapons, 
laugh or speak loudly. 
and outside." 

They must preserve cleanliness of body "inside+ 
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L 'Equality between the sexes is emphasized but each sex is assigned 
its own appropriate role, Sexual morality is strictly enforoed and 
very Puritanical. Women are not allowed to wear make-up of revealing 
clothes. Divorce is allowed but frowned upon, 

All Muslims are encouraged to hold steady jobs and praotice 
thrift (buying on credit is forbidden). This responsible attitude 
toward employment plus their dignified and neat personal appearance 
have gained theln an excellent reputation among employers. The result 
is that the average Muslim family enjoys a higher standard of living 
than most Negro working-class fa-milies. This increases their self- 
esteem and helps fill the temple coffers. since every 1!4uslim must con- 
tribute a peroentage of his earnings to the movement. 

Infractions of the rules are punished. The Fruit of Islam group 
in each temple supervises trials of those accused of adultery, use 
of narootics, misuse of temple funds, reporting temple activities to 
outsiders, eating or selling pork, sleeping during meetings or not 
attending meetings, etc. Sentences range from performing labor in 
the temple, to suspension for a period. of time, to expulsion. 

What the Muslims Want 

The entire back page of every issue of MuJaaimnad Speaks is devoted 
to the Muslim program. Here are some.extracts: 

"We want freedom. We want a full and complete freedom. We want 
justice. Equal justice under the law. . . We want equality of oppor- 
tunity. . . We want our people in A-merica whose parents or grandpar- 
ents were descendants from slaves, to be allowed to establish a separ- 
ate state or territory of their own -- either on this continent or 
elsewhere. We believe that our former slave masters are obligated to 
provide such land and that the area must be fertile and minerally rich. 
We believe that our former slave masters are obligated to maintain and 
supply our needs in this separate territory for next 20 to 25 yecars -- 
until we are able to produce and supply our own needs. . . u 

"We want an immediate end to the police brutality and mob attacks 
against the so-called Negro throughout the United States. . . As long 
as we are not allowed to establish a state or territory of our own, we 
demand not only equal justice under the laws of the United States, but 
equal employment opportunities -- NOWi , . . 

"We want the g overnment of the United States to exempt our people 
from ALL taxation as long as we are deprived of equal justice under 
the laws of the land. 

"IWe want equal education -- but separate schools up to 16 for 
boys and 18 for girls on the condition that the girls be sent to 
noments colleges and universities. We want all black children edu- 

*k cated, taught and trained by their own teachers, , . 



"WC believe that intermarriage or race mixing should be pro- 
hibited.if 

-/ 

A Muslim minister once summed up their aims more succinotly: ItTo 
get the white man*= foot off my neck, his hand out of my pocket and 
his carcass off my back. To sleep in my own bed without fear, and 
to look straight into his cold blue eyes and call him a liar every 
time he parts his lips." 

How do the Muslims plan to achieve these goals? They donrt par- 
ticipate in or organize picket lines or demonstrations. They dontt 
involve themselves in politics or election campaigns. They will not 
even challenge Jim Crow through the court system. By what tactical 
means do they hope to achieve their goals? They are silent about 
this. 

Muhammad, quoting Fardls revelations to him, says that the white 
world is doomed, 
inescapable." 

ltit's- complete disintegration is both imminent and 
Allah has warned his .people of.how he would destroy the 

world created by the white man. America is scheduled for its apoca- 
lypse in 1970. 

Are the Muslims merely awaiting Armageddon? No one believes 
that. The Federal Bureau of Investigation and local police keep a 
close watch on the organization. Conservative Negro leaders, con- 
stantly needled by the Muslim taunts that they sell out to whites, 
make dire predictions about outbreaks of violence from the movement. 
The ordinary white person, fed hysterical rumors by the capitalist 
press, is uneasy about the tightly disciplined power commanded.by 
Muhammad. 

A young New York Negro exclaimed, "Let me tell you -- thoy*ve 
got some stuff for The Man (i.e., the white man) even the Mau Mau 
didntt have! If he tries to crowd them like hers been used to doing 
the rest of us all the time, theytrsing to lay it on him from here 
to Little Rock.!' 

[Next week: Relations with Other Groups.] 

TIME PMCHES ON 

Japanese competitive power has grown enormously since the eve of 
World War II. Her precision cameras and electronic goods are listed 
among the worldts "best buys." Now Japan is threatening Swiss and 
German watchmakers in their home territory, In 1962 Japan sold 19,000 
Seiko watches and clocks in Europe.. In 1963 the figure was 60,000. 
The figures should soon mount as Japanese mass production metnods 
bring prices still lower. 

4 
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G. 
THE CONGRESS PARTY MAKES A BID TO THE LEFT - - 

By Railas Chandra 

The Indian National Congress party at its recent Sixty-eighth 
Session at Bhubaneshwar "formallyit accepted democratic socialism as 
its goal, a goal which it has preached for the last ten years, The 
Congress party has defined what it claims to be a "concrete programme" 
for renlising that goal of socialism. The newly elected Congress 
president, Kamaraj,followed this up in his presidential address with 
an appeal to all those who had faith in the "ideology of socialism 
and democracy n to join the Congress in the tlcoMmon task of building 
of a new society on the basis of this ideology instead of frittering 
away their energies in small goups and organisations," 

This seems to have created a flutter among sections in the tra- 
ditional left parties in India, particularly in the Praja Soaialist 
party [PSP] and the Communist party of India [CPI], Asoka Mehta, 
former chairman of the PSP, who has already accepted a oushy job as 
vice-chair-man of the Planning Commission, has been urging his fol- 
lowers to seek new "areas of cooperation with the Congress." He has 
been suggesting that all who believe in democratic socialism must 
join the ruling Congress to "strengthen the hands of Prime Minister 
Nehru-and democratic socialists within the Congress." 

The PSF leadership has answered this appeal by expelling Mehta 
for defying party discipline. But it is now certain that a se&ion 
of the PSP leadership associated with Mehta will eventually join the 
Congress, 

The Central Executive Committee [CEC] of the CPI, which met in 
New Delhi after the Bhubaneshwar session of the Congress, likewise 
reacted with enthusiasm to what it termed the 
forces11 

"emergency of democratic 
within and outside the Congress. It also praised the rising 

"forces of the left in the Indian National Congress" and assured its 
ranks that it was looking forward to "unity of the progressive forces 
within the Congress with those outside." The CEC resolution in fact 
said that "never since the Independence have the possibilities of 
suoh unity been so great and the need so desperately urgent." 

This is supposed to be a part of the strategy of Communist party 
leader S. A. Dange in seeking an alliance with the "progressive Indian 
bourgeoisie" against the reactionary right wing of the Congress. 

All these pronouncements by traditional t*left"r parties have 
oreated a great deal of confusion in the working-class movement as a 
whole about the precise class role of the Congress in India, 

No Shift i_q sight 

kd In fact the deliberations at Bhubaneshwar and the subsequent 
'developments "inside and outside the Congress" do not give any indi- 



oatioq of any fundamental shift in the policies of the bourgeois 
leadership of the Congress. 

_, 

In the first place it is totally fallacious to think that the so- 
called "left or democratic forces" within the Congress led by middle- 
class radicals like Krishna Menon, K, D, Malavia or Bi?u Patnaik 
scored a victory at Bhubaneshwar, These leaders, in frustration over 
'the dominant right-wing leadership of the Congress, did make 'radical 
speeches, did denounce monopoly capitalism and even demanded such 
radioal *measures as nationalisation of banking and state trading in 
food grains, i3ut theira'was a cry in the wilderness. 

K. D, idalavia moved a resolution urging the Congress government 
to nationalize banking and introduce state trading in food grains, but 
he had to withdraw his resolution lest it might be rejected by an 
overwhelming majority of the delegates he.d it been pressed for a vote. 
The new Working Committee elected by the delegates did not include 
any nominee of the so-called Congress "left," Malaviya who was put 
up as the only effective candidate on behalf of the "left" was defea- 
ted. Krishna Menon who was supposed to have been nominated to the 
Working Coilvnittee by the Congress president was also left out of the 
highest policy-making body of the Congress. 

It was explained later that this 'ttemporary defeat of the left" 
was due to the illness of Prime Minister Nehru who had a stroke and 
could not participate in the deliberations, This says nothing about 
the real alignment of forces within the Congress today. In fact the 
Congress leadership is held more securely than ever by the right 
wingers, trusted by the big bourgeoisie of India. The periodic 
debates that take place among Congressmen about the "building of demo- 
oratic sooialiaq"alao in the context of the unseemly scrambles for 
power among the regional party leaders in different states, does not 
really pose any threat to the capitalist class in the country. 

There might be at best an awareness on the part of Congress 
leadership of the growing crisis in the economic and po?.ftical 
spheres. In fact the "ideological disputes" among the Congress lead- 
ers reflect the disputes between different strata of the Indian 
bourgeoisie on how best to tide over the present crisis, in the larger 
interests of the capitalist class as a whole. The Call, the Now Delhi 
journal of the Revolutionary Socialist party points out "Socialism 
in Congress pzrlance has been a label for selling state'monopoly capi- 
talism to the toiling masses in India and for keeping their democratic 
and class yearnings in proper check.'t 

nFrom Bhubcneahwar where the Congress held its 68th session to 
New Delhi, seat of Indian Parliament, the road is apparently a long 
one," thus complained the pro-Nehru weekly Link of New Delhi (Tebru- 
ary 16). It said ruefully: '%hen Parliamentbegan its budget aea- 
aion on Monday [February lo], the usual 'curtain-raiserat scarcely 
made mention of the Bhubaneshwar spirit or how the Bhubaneahwar deci- 4 
sions might influence attitudes and statements of policy in the House." 



ii Some Pertinent Questions 

Link, as the mouthpiece of the Congress "left" posed these mean- 
ingfu~estions; "How is the Government going to implement the in- 
spiring pledges made in the resolution on Democracy and Socialism? 
How are the pro-mises to restrict property and privilege, to reduce 
economic disparities and assure a minimum standard of living for all, 
to cheek concentration of economic power and eliminate business mal- 
practices, to complete land reforms, going to be fulfilled? Expecta- 
tions among the people that the first session of Parliament after 
Bhubaneshwar would give some indications of the beginnings of a more 
decisive turn towards socinlfsm were not unjustified. Many of the 
steps suggested in the Bhubaneshwar resolution were -meant not for a 
distant transition towards a socialist state but for ilnmediate appli- 
cation to cure many economic ills and check undesirable tendencies 
which if allowed to grow could become serious obstacles to socialist 
progress."' 

But even the Link did not Pail to notice that tke address by 
Vice-President Zakmussain, discharging the functions of the presi- 
dent, to the joint meeting of the two houses of parliament "made no 
reference to the socialist pledges made at Bhubnneshwar. The refer- 
ence to socialism in the addre3s or to radical economic measures was 
no more than routine. 

"IIn spite of difficulties and distractions,!. the address said, 
*we have continued to move forward towards our objective of a demo- 
cratic and socialist order at home and for peace and cooperation in 
international affairs.!" 

In the opinion of Link, however, "If the public debate in the 
period between the 'jaipur AICC session and the"Bhubaneshwar Congress 
is a true guide to public opinion in the country, it can be taken 
only as showing a wide measure of .dissatisfaction over the slow pace 
of economic progress and particularly towards the socialist objeotive." 

Squabble over Nehru's Crown 

The disillusionment of the petty-bourgeois radicals at the grow- 
ing disparity between the promises and the performances of the Con- 
gress leadership cannot be described any better. Yet the clamour 
alnong these petty-bourgeois radicals to crowd into the Congress party, 
to share the fishes and loaves of office and participate in the mad 
scramble for power and factional struggles among Congress-men in dif- 
ferent states, does not seem to have abated. This enthusiasm for Con- 
gress entry cannot be explained by any serious 2tideologioal" or 
"principle political" considerations, 

In fact the illness of Nehru at the age of seventy-five has 
raised the problem of his succession. WiJfthin the Congress party 

L itself, torn by regional loyalties,- there is an unseemly race for 
succession, but no agreement about the successor. There is c?. contro- 
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versy around every Congress leader of'national stature from the -/ 

extreme right wingers like Morarji Desai and S. K. Patilto the so- 
called "leftists" like Krishna 91enon and K, D. Malaviyn. 

There are many radical intellectuals like Asoka Mehta and Jsya- 
prakash Nnrayan (who once renounood politics to orient toward the 
supra-class sarvodaya move-ment) and others who entertain the grand 
illusion that with their past ilhalo't of socialis-m they can step into 
the shoes of Nehru to serve the needs of the Indian bourgeoisie. For 
the lesser fry in the "radical" movement there are many ouahy jobs 
that attract them to ildemocratic socialism,'t 

The scramble over the succession to Nehru explains muoh about 
the changes and shifts in the left movement today. The fundamental 
problem, however, is whether the leadership of the Indian bourgcofsie, 
which has exhausted all possibilities of doping the masses with false 
promises of "democratic socialism," can really resolve its political 
orisis by infusing ltoutside socialist blood" into the Congress. 

Neither Prime Minister Nehru, with his great personality, nor 
any successor who might succeed hfm can provide an effective answer 
to the unprecedented crisis and a truly explosive situation emerging 
in the country within the framework of capitalism. Xhat is needed is 
a revolutionary settlement of accounts with an outmoded capitalist 
system and what is delaying such a final settlement of accounts is 
the lack of revolutionary working-class leadership. 

PERWIAN LEFTISTS STATE COMMON AIMS 

An important step toward united action was recently taken by 
three radical organizations in Peru; the National Liberation Front 
.[FLN], the Movement of the Revolutionary Left I&R], and the Front of 
the Revolutionary Left [FIR]. The latter organization is a union of 
the Agrupaoibn Pro-Unificaci& de la IzguSerda.Revolucipnaria, the 
Partido Comunista (Leninista) Peruano and the Partido Obrero Revolu- 
cionario. The chairman of the FIR is Hugo Blanco, the peasant leader 
now held fn prfson at 

The FLN, the MIR 
the present situation 
The following extract 
-Rebelde, organ of the 

Arequipa. 

and 'the FIR joined in issuingaadeclaration on 
in Peru in which they state their common aims. 
from the statement appeared in No. 36 of Voz 
MIR I 

The undersigned organizations of.the left feel that it is their 
duty to address the people in a united way fn order to clearly estab- 
lish their point of view with respect to the grave events affecting d 
the Republic. . 
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\,_,’ Six months were sufficient to demonstrate the incapacity of the 
present executive and legislative authorities of the nation to solve 
the fundamental problems facing the country. 
even becoming worse. 

These problems remain, 
This is the case, for example, wfth the denzand 

of the peasants for land; the demand for immediate nationalization 
of the oil industry; the need for higher wages; the need to meet the 
high cost of living; the free exercise of all civilian rights as well 
as a general amnesty for all political prisoners without exception, 
and full national sovereignty with regard to the foreign policy of 
Peru. 

The traditional forces of the oligarchy and imperialism, and 
the agents in their service, above all the leadership of the APRA 
[Alianza Popular Revolucionario Americana] in collusion with Odrfa,, 
are directly rcsponsfblc for this unhappy state of affairs. They 
maintain things this way through their positions in parliament and 
the reactionary press, and through the vacillations, contradictions 
and complicity in practice of the present govern-ment of architect 
Fernando Bolatide Terry. 

stiii vV%& -- they are scheming to block a solution to these 
problems. 

The lack of an adequate revolutionary political leadership in 
the peoplets struggles weakens, exhausts and in the final analysis 
cancels them out. Sectarianism, the division between the working 
class and the peasants on the one hand and the -men and organizations 
of the left on the other, only aid reaction and imperialism and all 
the enemies of the Peruvian Revolution. United, the loft is invin- 
cible. 

The undersigned organizations of the left are now mobilizing for 
the following common objectives: 

0 Immediate nationalization of the oil industry and against any 
conciliation with the international oil trust. 

0 Genuine agrarian reform; against the reactionary law cooked 
up by parliament and the administration; for the liquidation of land- 
lordism and for handing over the land to those who work it. 

0 For raising wages and salaries and meeting the high cost of 
living, 

o Against the repression, the NcCarthyite conspiracy and dis- 
criminatory laws such as Article 53 of the Constitution. 

a For a general amnesty without any exceptions. 

o For self-determination and the full soverefgnty of Peru in 
k international policy. 

0 For solidarity with all the peoples who are' struggling for 
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their national liberation and particularly with the peoples of Cuba -l 
and Panama. 

Long live the unity of the leftists for the Peruvian Revolution! 

Long live Peru! 

For the FLN [Frente de Liberacidn National], 
R. P. Salomon Bolo Hidalgo, chairman. 

For the MIR [Movimiento de Izquierda Revolucionaria], 
Dr. Luis de la Puente Uceda, secretary general. 

For the FIR [Frente de Izquierda Revolucionaria], 
Apolinario Rojas, secretary general. 

NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY RED-BAITS CANADIAN "TROTSKYISTS" 

By Catherine Scott 

TORONTO, March 11 -- The New Democratic party, which was founded 
in 1961 with the support of the,trade-union movement and with high 
hopes for its early development as an effective political weapon for 
the Canadian working class, is moving steadily to the right and losing 
its popular image as a dynamic organization capable of taking stands 
on important issues, 

The expulsion of ten young socialists from the Ontario section 
of the party marks a further step in the narrowing of its base. 
According to the February 24 Globe and Mail, Toronto's morning paper, 
"By confirming the expulsion of ten young radicals -- committed to 
total public ownership of major industry.-- the council turned de- 
cisively toward moderate economic and social planning that leaves 
room for both public and private enterprise." 

While the youth were expelled on the organizational grounds of 
belonging to the Young Socialist Alliance, this comment from the 
daily press points up the political issues involved. 
described in the Dail ~ c y StFr of February 24 as tITrots~~~~-~~~s~~r"- 
followers of basic o-mmunlst philosophy who reJect the form it,has 
taken in the Soviet Union." 

One of the defendants, Allan Engler, told the press, "The expel- 
led youth were active in the struggle within the New Democratic party 
to adopt a socialist program of opposition to the present Canadian 
military alliance commitments, public ownership of major industry and 
support of the colonial revolution throughout the world.'{ 

The Daily Star continues, ItUndaunted by their exclusion from the 
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c* ranks of the iTOP, they are now publishing a four page lnonthly tab- 
loid, Young Socialist Forum, which supports the NDP unconditionally 
and calls for a socfalist program for the party." 

On Canada's west coast, the British Columbia section of the 
party expelled eight young people and suspended three more in a simi- 
lar witch-hunt situation a year and a half ago. Since then the lead- 
ership have publicly red-baited one of the partyIs members in the 
British Columbia provincial legislature, Cedric Cox, for goingto 
Cuba. In a subsequent election he was defeated by a narrow margin. 

Cox, the chairman of the Vancouver chapter of the Fair Play for 
Cuba Committee visited Cuba as a guest of the Cuban government and 
subsequently made a tour through Canada and parts of the United States 
for the Fair Play for Cuba Committee to report on his experiences. 

Now the British Columbia NDP is considering proscribing member- 
ship in the Fair Play for Cuba Committee just a short time after a 
provincial convention which passed a resolution supporting the Cuban 
people and opposing the American blockade. This points up clearly 
the contradiction between the sentiments of the rank and file of the 
party who are sympathetic to Cuba and the leadership who are threaten- 
ing expulsion for those who work to publicize the achievements of the 
Cuban Revolution. 

Meanwhile in Quebec NDP insensitivity, and in fact outright hos- 
tility, to the nationalist aspirations of the French Canadian people 
(see World Outlook December 27) has resulted in a serious drop in 
their vote in tw_o recent by-elections. Jn one riding the NDP percen- 
tage of the total vote cast declined from 12.0% to 6.6% and in the 
other from 11.4% to 3.9%. Unfortunately the Parti Socialiste du 
Quebec did not urge its supporters to work in the election. 

The NDP members of parliament meanwhile continue to alienate the 
French population by objecting to an increase in French language 
radio service, criticizing the Royal Commission on Biculturalism Ufor 
dividing Canada into two languages and two cultures," etc. 

In Saskatchewan, where the l!TDP is in 
privately owned Canadian Pacific Railways f 

ower, 
CPR] 

the proposal by the 
and the government- 

owned-Canadian National Railways [CNR] to abandon some 1,400 miles of 
branch lines in the province because they are unprofitable, confronts 
the government with a very serious problem. The cuts would directly 
affect 67,000 people. Four hundred and twenty-six grain elevators, 
handling close to fifty million bushels of-grain annually, would be 
affected. The communities involved could only be sustained by a road 
construction program that would bring a treinendous financial load to 
bear on the province, 

The NDP government arranged a conference where local d.elegates 
b met CNR and CPR officials. The conference demanded a Board of Inquiry 

to study the impact of the proposals and asked the government to pro- 
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vide an 

of COUFSC signify the total demise of the party 
as a working-class formation. The more conscious elements in i;hc 
leadership havo rejected the proposal, However, it is a logical 
extension of their whole rightward policy. For socialists in the 
NDP who want to convert the NDP into an effective working-class party, 
the proposed move poses again and more sharply the dangers of the 
polibios of the presen-t leadership. 

CONTINENTAL CONGRESS TO BE HELD IN MONTREAL -- 

T OR ONT 0 -- The second continental congress for the sovereignty 
and independence of the peoples of the Americas and for solidarity 
with Cuba is to be held in Montreal next July 16-19. 

Originally scheduled in Uruguay, the change was made after Michel 
Chartrand, lender of the Parti Socialistc du O,ucbec, visited Havana 
in January and urged that it be held in Canada. The first congress 
was held in Brazil. 

Montreal city authorities and the Canadian -minister of external 
affairs have assured officials of the Tilovemont that delegates will be 
wclco-mod and that there will be no difficulties over admission to the 
country. 

The congress will discuss economic, political and social condi- 
tions in Ln'cin A-merfctl. 

In addition tl discussion will be held on the. five pofnts submit- 
ted by Cuba to the United Nations during the November 1962 Caribbean 
crisis. 

The s c arc : (1) cessation of the economic blockade and <alI 
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L' measures of colnmercial and economic pressure exercised against Cuba 
by the U.S. in every part of the world, (2) cessation of all subver- 
sive.activities against Cuba being undertaken by the U.S. fro-m its 
own territory and satellite countries, 
from the U.S. and other bases, 

(3),cessation of pirate raids 
(4) cessation of all violations of 

Cuban air space and territorial waters by U.S. aircraft and warships, 
(5) withdrawal Prom Gunntdnamo naval base and the restoration of the 
Cuban territory occupied by the U.S. 

FATE OF PIETRO TRESS0 STILL DISTURBS ITALIAN WORKERS MOVEMENT 

By Livio M&tan 

ROME -- In the new atmosphere which the process of de-staliniza- 
tion has created in the Italian workers movement, the personality of 
Pietro Tress0 hag for some time attracted attention, even in the big 
official press of the Italian Communist party [PCI] and Nennits 
Italian Socialist party [PSI]. 

Pietro Tresso, a well-known militant worker, was active in the 
PC1 during the twenties, becoming one of the leaders of the party. 
When the crisis that was to lead to his expulsion began to take shape, 
he was .a member of the National Secretariat. Together with two other 
members of the same body (Leonetti and Ravazzoli), Tress0 -- who was 
known in the underground as "Blasool -- 
the '*Third Period" 

o posed the Stalinfst line of 
[ultraleft adventurism P which Stalin sought to 

impose on the Italian Communist party as well as all other sections 
of the Communist International. 

After a very sharp debate, the Togliatti group succeeded in get- 
ting a majority through procedural trickery and a little later they 
expelled Tress0 and his comrades, immediately opening up against them 
the usual campaign of denigration and slander. 

Tress0 then joined the Trotskyist movement, working in France 
in a leadership capacity, including on the international level. 
Arrested during the war, he was freed in 1944 by the underground 
fighters. He disappeared a little later under most suspicious cir- 
cumstances. It was generally believed that he was killed by Stalin- 
ist agents assigned to do the job in accordance with the tactic of 
physically exterminating the Trotskyists which was practiced at that 
time by international Stalinism. 

A biographical pamphlet about Tress0 was published two years ago 
by Alfred0 Azzaroni, an intellectual of right-wing socialist orienta- 
tion, who collaborates in an extreme right-wing Social Democratic 

magazine, The, pamphlet, of no pretentions in itself, carried a pre- 
L face by Ignazio Silone, the well-known right-wing Social Democratic 

writer, who has practically retired from politics but who makes a 



foray from time to time primarily against the Co-mmunist party. -/ 

It was largely due to this preface by a figure widely disore- 
dited in the workers movement that Bandiera Rossa, the newspaper of 
the Italian Trotskyists published a rather severe criticism of the 
pamphlet about Tresso, which contained some obvious errors, Azzaroni 
sent a letter of rectification which was published by Bandiera Rossa. 
Aside froin thisoriticism and Azzaronifs letter, the pamphlet was met 
with almost total silence. 

A few weeks ago, without anything new see-ming to have happened, 
Rinnscita, the PC1 weekly, printed a letter from Stefano Schiapparelli, 
who was seoretary some years ago of the Communist Federation of 
Vicence, the region where Tress0 was born; After attacking Azzaronils 
pamphlet, Schiapparelli levelled arguments in the Stalinist style 
against the Trotskyist -movement. 
La VQritB, 

(For example, characterizing 
the French Trotskyist newspaper, as an ltanti-Communist and 

anti-Soviets' organ and contending that La VBrit6, for vvhich Tress0 
wrote, was a legal publication while La Vie Proletarienne, the organ 
of the Italian &nigres was not.) He ended by rejecting what Azzaroni l 

wrote about the death of Tresso, Schiapparelli, in fact, offers his 
own explanation, making it sound authoritative because he was in 
France at the time in the same area where the group was operating that 
freed Tresso. 

III- recall very well,".Schiappa.relli writes [Rinascita, No. 5, 
19641, "that one day in the month of May 1944, a French (Communist) 
comrade, who, as a runner for a 'resistance center! was in touch with 
different underground groups, on learning that I was Italian, asked 
me if I knew Blasco. Be told me that Blasco was with an underground 
group (without indicating exactly where, as was the custom then in 
accordance with the most elementary rules of underground work). He 
added that Blasco had serious lung trouble and that he was being cared 
for as best as possible in the circumstances. He also told me that 
Blasco had sent the head of the underground a biography in which he 
mentioned having been a leader of the PC1 and that he had been expel- 
,led for well-known reasons. 

"I replied that I knew Blasco very well, that his biography 
corresponded with the truth and that he would have to settle his pro- 
blem with the party in Italy after the liberation." 

So-me time later, toward the end of July 1944, Schiapparelli, 
before returning to Italy, met the underground fighter once -more. IIe 
told him about the death of Blasco due to his illness. 'II still remem- 
ber his words: IYour 1e.d is dead.1 I returned to Italy at the end 
of July 1944. I told Comrade Amendola in Milan what I knew so he 
could inforin whomever he had to." , 

Three weeks after Schiapparellits letter, Rinascita [No, 8, 19641 
printed a short note signed l'r.Iz (It is almost certainly from Togli- 
atti,) The note -mentioned a ietter received from a Communist, Elio --/ 
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L' Franzin, who had.asked that Tressols position be clarified by thor- 
ough 'studies of the period. Rinascita stated that it was in agreement, 
adding.that the historical study must be genuine and not a pretext for 
slander. 

A second lettar, which Rinascita summarized in a rather dishon- 
est wa 

7 
i was published verbatim by the Socialist daily Avantil [Febru- 

ary 25 . This.was from Alfred0 Azzaroni. After defending his pamph- 
let and mentioning the criticism that appeared at the time in Bandiera 
Rossa, which he misinterprets (or distorts); he poses the following 
questions to Rinascita and Schiapparelli: 

"(1) Why did this revelation about the death of Blasoo due to 
an illness oome so late? 

Y2) Why did the 
[French Communist party P 

receding inquiries, including one by the PCF 
, fail to uncover anything that would bolster 

this tardy version? 

"(3) Why has the underground chief who is supposed to have in 
his possession. Blasco~s autobiography still keep it secret? 

"(4) Why haven't Amendola and the old comrades to whom Sohiap- 
p:relli confided the truth about the death of Tress0 spoken up to 
defend the PC1 from the accusation of having liquidated an opponent? 
Xhy didn't they speak with surviving members of his family?" 

,Together with the summary of Azznronirs letter, Rinapcita ran a 
note in which the author (characterizing Tress0 in passing as "this 
comrade") declares: 

ItIt is clear that Sohiapparolli told only what he knew and what 
was reported to him. It was not possible for us, nor did it come 
within the jurisdiction of our party, to undertake an inquiry of our 
own which would have had to take place, as it did take place, in an 
area foreign to us and which was carried out by those who should and 
could carry it out." 

Bandiera Rossa, the newspaper of the Italian section of the 
Fourth InteaEl, joined in the-polemic in‘its March number. 
After mentioning the bureaucratic performances of Schiapparelli in 
the Federation of Vioence and after pointing out that the oomparison 
between the French newspaper r_ltl V6ritB and La Vie Proletarienne, 
organ of an GmigrB group,did not hold at all and demonstrated abso- 
lutely nothing, Sandiera Rossa continues: 

'Why did he remain silent up until now? Why doesntt he give all 
the information in his possession? Why dqesntt he help to identify 
the persons he mentions, to find the documents he refers to? iYust VE 
supppso that it is a clumsy move on his part or that the higher ups 
are preparing something, perhaps an opportune adjustment, a trehabili- 
tationt with some dissimulation, and Schiapparelli was .asked to make 
the opening move? 
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%Ve shall see. Nevertheless right now we denounce Rfnascitats ., 
shameful note. . . We say bluntly that our movement does not de-mand 
any rehabilitation, because Tress0 does not need to be rehabilitated. 
From the historical and political point of vrfew, things are very 
olear to us, and if Togliatti is so concerned about avoiding specu- 
lation on the part of adversaries of the Communist movement (includ- 
ling Mr . Azznroni, who collaborates with the disreputable right-wing 
Social-Democratic organ among other things), he can do something 
quite simple, which requires neither investigation nor research. Let 
him publish or see to the publication of all the documents of the 
time, those of the PC1 as well as those of Tress0 and his comrades 
with regard to the question over which they were expelled. The docu- 
ments are enough -- everyone can draw his own conclusions. 

"On the problem of the death of our comrade, the affirmation of 
1r.t that it Iwas not possible for us, nor did it come within the 
~~isdfction of our party, to undertake an inquiry of our own. . . 1 
constitutes -mo-mumontal hypocrisy. Aside from the fact that those 
who conducted the inquiry do not appear to have taken into account 
the truth which Schiapparelli now reveals to us and on which Rinnscita 
seems to avoid taking a. position, to hide behind an absurd *jurlsdic- 
tiont signifies quite simply to duck the problem, to try to hush up 
the matter. 

"For those who want to fnvestigate the facts_-- and not oreate 
scandals or indulge in speculation -- the solution is very simple. 
Let a oommission be formed colnposed of militants of the Italian work- 
ers movement, representatives of all tendencies who take an interest 
in the 'question; let this co-mmission begin to function after its com- 
position has been unanimously accepted; le-t all its members tako an 
obligation not to express any opinion or to publish anything before 
the work is finished. These are suggestions to which could be added 
supplementary guarantees. This is the proposal we make and we are 
quite willing to let others take the initiative in it." 

ERITREANS CONTINUE THEIR STRUGGLE 

The struggle for the freedom of Eritrea from the feudalistic 
monarchy of Ethiopia has scored several recent successes, nocording 
to the Eritrean Liberation Front. 

On February 2 guerrilla fighters of the Eritrean Liberation 
Army ambushod an Ethiopian patrol at Ansaba, killing 20 and wounding 
others. Equipment was captured, including 32 rifles and machine guns 
and considerable ammunition. 

A patrol dispatched from Keren to hunt down tho revolutionists 
ran into another a-mbush and had to withdraw leaving their dead and 
wounded behind. The Eritreans have the advantage of rugged mountains - 



1.’ in addition to 'dedication to the cause of natfonal liberation. 

-The.Ethiopian government has retaliated against the freedom 
ffgbters in various areas. On January 26 in the village of Tamarat 
they killed Hassan Al-amin Snyak, a.small merchant. He was not given 
any trial but simply murdered on the unproved charge of selling food 
to revolutionists. 

On February 3 in the village of Sedri Abdura they killed two 
brothers, I&xnid Omar Almadai and Mohammed Hamid Omar Almadai. These 
farmers were not invoived in the struggle but a battle took place 
ne.pr where they lived. 

. 

On the same day at Sedri Abdura, Ethiopian troops killed‘a'mother 
named Maka Mohammed Hamid who sought to defend her daughter from rape 
by the soldiers. They also killed the. daughter. 

Tho Ethiopian emperor summoned tribal chiefs and officials froim 
the western resion of Eritrea. He gave them a dressing down, accused 
them of hypocrisy and said that they were conspiring with the revolu- 
tionists while falsely declaring allegiance to him. He threatened to 
take reprisals on the whole area indiscriminately. 

The Ethiopian government has already concentrated nomadic and 
semino-madic tribes in certain restricted areas to prevent them from 
participating in the revolution. 

This is the same tactic which the French army practiced in 
Algeria -- with conspicuous lack of success. 

GEORG LUKACS TAKES UP THE MOSCOW-PEKING DISPUTE 

By Fernand Charlier 

The February issue of &es Temps Modornea, the Paris magazine 
edited by Jean-Paul Sartre, carries an ame by the well-known Hun- 
garian theoretician Georg Lukacs. The author, who was minister of 
culture in 1919,. at the time of the first Hungarian revolution, and 
again in 1956, in tho Imre Nagy government, entitled his article 
"Contribution to the Dcbatc botween China and the Soviet Union." 

___ Lvkws, who_. has b 
Yugoslav embassy where 
resolutely and'uncondf 
tlde-Stalinization.'t 

e,en,,kept undqr surveill 
he was granted refuge' 

.tionally in fcvor of N. 

ante since he loft the 
in'Novemtjer_ 1956, is 
S. Khrushchev and his 

. 

Since his article is presented in the form of theoretical obscr- 
ti vntions, it is necessary to present a short sm~ry of his main points. 

In the opinion of Lukacs, who bases his conclusions on a study of 



the letters exchanged between the central committees of the Soviet __I 
and Chinese Communist parties, the position of the Soviet leaders is 
the only one that has any validity. Khrushchev, he maintains, en- 
riched Loninis-a by proclaiming at the time of the Twentieth Congress 
that wars are no longer inevitable. 

Let us note in passing that the theory of peaceful coexistence, 
including the theory that it is possible to avoid war between the 
socialist and imperialist camps, was advanced long before the Twcn- 
tieth Congress, Stalin held in1952, in his Economic Proble-ms _of 
Socialism in the USSR(l) that it was necessary to 
thesis of Lenin on the inevitability of wars in general between imper- 
ialist Countries1 and on the contradictions between these countries 
more important than the contradiction between the socialist camn ani 
imperiaifsm. From this he drew the conclusion that wars between the 
two social systems were avoidable, because "the capitalists, while 
they accuse the USSR of aggressiveness, do not believe it themselves." 
From that, the possibility of peace fronts with a part of the bour- 
geoisie, for whom their internal contradictions take precedence over 
their hostility to the socialist system, 

At present Khrushchev maintains this deduction despite having 
abandoned the thesis about interimperialist contradictions taking 
precedence. The ideology of the bureaucracy in its decline could. not 
but lose the consistency 
days of Stalin. 

which, it must be recognized, it had in the 

Lukacs consequently places the Khrushchev who has cnrichod Lcnin- 
ism on the same plane as Lenin when the latter roviscd "the thesis of 
Marx, according to which probltarian revolutions could begin only in 
the most developed countries and succeed only on an international 
level,"(2) 

In addition to the apologetics for the man who sent the Soviet 
tanks against th c revolutionary Hungarian masses, it should 'no noted 
that Lukacs still attributes to Lenin -- in accordance with Stalinist 
and post-Stalinist Soviet orthodoxy -- the invention of the theory of 
"socialism in one country." 

Khrushchevfs main merit therefore, according to Lukacs, is to 
have given humanity the hope of avoiding nuclear war, while the Chfn- 
ese maintain -- still according to Lukrcs -- that an '!tinevitablot 
world war is the only road to world socialism."(3) 

(l)Pages 36-47 in the French text: Les Proble-mes Economiques du 
Socialisme en URSS. 

(2) Les Temps Modernos, February 1964. Page 1482. 

(3)Loc. oit. 
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l__ i There is not space in thisshort article to refute, on the basis 
of texts, such a presentation of the "big debate." As we see it -- 
in the light of the content of the documents presented by the two 
sides -- the debate does not concern the "avoidability" or otherwise 
of a world war but rather the means of doing so, 

Of more fnterest is Georg Lukacs' judgment of the Chinese posi- 
tions. As'he sees it, the Chinese positions are in complete accord 
in their characteristics with the essential features of Stalinism. 
These are: 
tions"), 

sectarianism (which is evident in "empty, abstract deduc- 
"revolutionary phrases," subjectivism. Again ,o.nd aGain, 

Lukacs describes Stalinism both politically and organizationally in 
-this way. "We speak h ere naturally of the most important features of 
Stalinist politics and organization, of its subjectivist-sectarian 
traits."(4) 

With the concern for probing deeply which everyone recognizes in 
him, and which we were the first to salute when it was more apropos, 
Lukacs declares that the infatuation of western intellectual circles 
over the Chinese theses is symptomatic of petty-bourgeois impatienoe 
and despair. He holds that it is even this same attitude whioh ex- 
plains the popularity of such contemporary authors as -- Samuel Beck- 
ett.(Z) 

One cannot help being retinded here of the off'icial.,"philosopher" 
of the Frenoh Communist party, Roger Garnudy, when, in the name of 
confidence in the masses9 he sought to brand Jean-Paul Snrtre as des- 
pairing when he said that he was ready to paok his bags and join the 
Algerian National Liberation Front.(G) 

"Subjectivist-dogmatism, " "sectarian subjectivism," "fanatic 
subjectivism, " "equally subjective credulity" (Lukacs refers to 
Stalin who did not wish to believe in the imminence of the Nazi in- 
vasion in 1941) -- this is the essence of Stalinism and of Idaoism, 
according to the author of the article, to whom "a theoretfcal coun- 
teroffensive, a war against Sino-Stalinist sectarianism ought to be 
the practical polftical demand of the day." 

This is the essence of Lukacs' essay. 

A more worthy "contribution to the debate" could have been hoped 
for fro-m the author of one of the most interesting -- although contro- 

(4)Op. oit., p. 1484 et seq. 

(3)0p. cit., p. 1483. 

(6)Roger Garaudy in "Questions for J-P. Sartrc." (Collection clarte, 
1960. 

“v 
Paces 20-21.) 
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V0rSiCll -- Marxist works on alienation. 

The alienation of the Stalinist world is a subject which could 
provide fruitful theses for young Marxist researchers. The fact is 
that this latest essay by Lukacs only muddles matters. 

In our opinion, Stalinism constitutes a pseudo Yiirxist ideology 
characterized by an attitude that is the exact opposite of *'subjecti- 
vism, ” of the "abstract phraseology" or ultmleft wishful thinking 

'which Lukacs attributes to the Chinese leaders. 
doctrinal foundation in the 

Stalinism, with its 

in one country" 
"theory of the construction of socialis-m 

constitutes a revision in the opposite direction. Far 
from fitting the description given by Lukacs, the fundamental philo- 
sophical trait of Stalinism is much closer to objectfvist fatalism. 

For the young Stalin, a mediocre interpreter of Marxism, "the 
development of consciousness is preceded by the development of the 
material side, by that of external conditions: first of all changing 
the external conditions the material side, and then changing con- 
sciousness accordingly. Ir This was how Stalin de-d Marxist mater- 
ialism in 1906,(7) 

In his uncompleted work Stalin, Leon Trotsky explained why this 
mediocre Marxist was exactly nn the bureaucracy needed:(Q) the 
wily em iricist 
day t+' 

the opportunist who improvised his policies "from 
who compelled his adherents to make abrupt turns and 

whose p&y was aimed at maintaining the international statu)s quo in 
which the tired, isolated revolution found itself,(9) This was not 
the politics of an "abstract revolutionary phrasemonger," but the 
very antithesis: a conservative, opportunistic bureaucrat. 

As for the Chinese leaders, didn't they say -- this was, it is 
true, in the epoch of the "Hundred Flowers" -- that the "errors" of 
Stalin had "gnoseological" [concerning the theory of knowledge] roots, 
perhaps indicating in this way the Stalinist philosophical ideas to 
which we have just referred? 

The fundamental explanation for Lukacsr error in judgment cannot 
be explained otherwise than by the impossibility for him to utilize 
the arm of criticism (as the Hungarian workers utilized the criticism 
of arms in 1956) against the social foundations of Stalinism; that is, 

(7)Stalin. C&mplete Works. -Vol. 1, pp. 262 et seq. (French.edition.) 

(8)Trotaky. Stalin, Pp. 538-540, (French edition.) 

(9)The article by Lukacs is followed by an article by Isaac Deutscher 
which cites both Stalinist and Khrushchevist examples of this "peace- 
ful coexistence.n 

(10)See the article in the People's Daily: 'IOnce Again on the Historic d 

Experience of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat." 
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L_/ the ruling bureaucratic caste. Thus he is obliged to describe the 
Stnlinist terror as the "maintenance of methods of government which 
could be justified during the period of civil war,"(ll) without 
explaining why the bureaucracy (which he cannot name) was co-mpelled 
to use force against the Russian Bolshevik cadres and the proletariat 
of the USSR. 

The old philosopher has sought through strategem to meet a11 the 
self-criticisms imposed on him since the very birth of Stalinism -- 
Zinoviev was the first to excommunicate him. He is now reduced to 
adulating Khrushchev, the very one who, one morning in the summer of 
1958, ordered his butchers to send their bullets crashing through his 
comrade Imre Nagy. 

It is only in rare places -- and perhaps we are mistaken in 
this -- that Lukacs indicates in a hesitant way that he would like to 
see a settlement of accounts with Stalinism. For instance, he says 
that a theoretical counteroffensive "ought" to be the demand. Again, 
ho says that the conflict with the Sino-Stalinists offers "the possi- 
bility" for such a settlement of accounts. 

The old fox Dut things suff'icfentlv well in 1957 in his foreward 
to the Italian edition of-his Contribution to the History of Esthetics, 
when he explained how l'a Marxist author. in times past. found himself 
more than bnce under the necessity of m&king a oombromise in order to 
publish his own works and to exercise influence," and how "these coa- 
promises were centered around the person and the work of Stalin," 
Perhaps we are wrong in suspecting that similar considerations are 
involved around the person and works of Khrushchev. . . 

NO it is not to Lukacs to whom we must ascribe the poor essay 
which Jkan-Paul Snrtre published. I-t must be credited to the Soviet 
tanks, to Radar and to Nikita Sergeyvitch, And we hope that Lukccs 
will live to see the day when the young Hungarian workers will tell 
him, like the old revolutionary hymn of 1871: "No, the Commune is 
not dcadl" 

(ll)oP* cit., p. 14gg. 

FRANCOtS SPAIA ON EUROPEtS DOORSTEP 

By Ramdn Vazquez 

Under the title: "One of the Leaders of Spanish Socialism Told 
Me," the Paris daily Le Figaro published in its March 2 issue a 
interview which its Madrid correspondent Jacques GuillemB-Brulon 

long 

-arranged with Professor Tierno Galvan. This was on the eve of con- 
sideration by the Council of Ministers of the European Economic Co-m- 
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munity of Franc01 s bid to enter the Cox-rflon Market. The two events ._, 
are scarcely a coincidence. 

A process of economic evolution has, in fact, been underway in 
Spain, a process of which the main lines were laid down by the Stabi- 
lization Plan (1959) and the Development Plan (1963-67), with their 
corollaries: massive e-migration of Spanish workers (850,000), ruin 
of small business , proletarization of small peasants, big private in- 
vest-ments and state loans for Spain, relative industrialization of 
certain regions, creation of new modern industries (chemical, for 
example), etc., etc. 

The aim of this process is, of course9 to transform the old 
Spanish economic structure based on autarchic finance capital and 
agriculture, with its two poles peculiar to underdeveloped countries 
-- immense landholdings on the one hand and innumerable tiny plots on 
the other -- into a more "modern" structure; that is, monopoly capital 
closely linked with and, in the final analysis, dependent on the inter- 
national trusts. SpainIs entry into the Common Market constitutes an 
important step in this evolution. 

It is quite evident that such a process entails contradictions 
and serious friction, both political and economic, domestic and 
foreign. It is no secret that Spain's entry into the Common Market 
faces strong resistance. Certain countries, including Italy, Bel- 
gium and Holland, are opposed, hiding their real reasons for this 
opposition under reluctance to admit into the "concert of democratic 
European nations" -- which, as everyone knows is the Common Market -- 
the dictatorial regime of General France, 

Contrary to this, the governments which are interested in bring- 
ing Francoist Spain into the Co-mmon Market (primarily Paris and Bonn), 
are exerting pressure on the "recalcitrants" and on public opinion, 
seeking to demonstrate that the S.pain of today is ~~1iberalizin.g" it- 
self& that a "dialogue Ir has begun among certain leading circles and 
the opposition," even the Socialists, etc. 

The interview with Tierno Galvan is part of this campaign. It 
is even implicitly acknowledged in the editorial note accompanying 
the interview: ItIf this informative interview can contribute in a 
-modest way to evoke, in the future, new fruitful constructive ex- 
changes between two political worlds, which simple common sense calls 
for on both sides, we shall be very pleased, since we are among those 
who cherish the hope of seeing this land of Spain, which has suffered 
so -much, taking her place in accordance with her true dimensions in 
the concert of nations." Farther on they dedicate the document to the 
"necessary reconciliation between Spaniards. " We note in passing 
the identity in views between the Le Fi aro a;d'the Spanish Communist 
party on "national reconciliation. & A significant meeting of -minds! 

As for the Franc0 regime, it has every reason to display a more 
"liberal" look in relation to Europe in general and the European 
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LJ Social Demoorats in particular, We should not forget that the Social 
Democracy is preparing to play the role of a relief team for several 
governments where it already holds important posts. If the threat of 
an economic recession were to mount, the chances for the Social Demo- 
crats would increase, in accordance with the old tactic of the bour- 
geolsie of letting so-called workers parties carry the responsibility 
for periods of austerity. 

To return to Spain. A number of signs indicate that certain 
leading circles are preparing to fabricate "an opposition to the 
throne," a highly respectable one, of course, but with a "socinlH 
[tsocialistlt label. 
core" of F'ranooism: 

This operation will run up against the "hard- 
certain generals, 

Falangist circles, etc. 
the big landlords, certain 

or 

Of course, this "hard core" often represents the social layers 
who have benefited from the autarchic economy of yesterday, who are 
afraid that the present evolution, entry into the Common Market, and 
the conquest of the Spanish market by the international trusts and 
their Spanish associates will end in a catastrophic economic situation 
for them. With particular characteristics due to the politico- 
economic conditions of our country and the Franc0 regime, which has 
been in power for twenty-five years, the same contradictions which 
other European countries have experienced and are still experiencing, 
between monopolistic '*neocapftalism" 
capitalism, have been born in Spain. 

and a conservative and aged 

Thus we can place the publication of the interview with Tierno 
Galvan, above all the freedom with which he spoke about socialism (at 
least what he understands this term to mean, which has nothing in oom- 
'man with the real thing), as a sign of this "liberalization," guided 
by remote control from above, It is not the only one. Ruiz-Gimenez, 
ex-minister of national education, a personal friend of Franc0 and 
one of the leaders of the Christian Democrats, published an article 
several months ago under the significant title: 
Dialogue." 

"Notebooks for the 

Ruiz-Gimenez, like the other leaders of the Christian Democrats, 
is convinced that his party is destined to come to power in Spain. 
In his "Notebooks" he undertakes a dialogue between the "liberals" of 
the present government on the one hand, and Socialists of the Tierno Gal- 
van typo and Christian Democrats, on the other, noting the oornmon link, 

Another symptomatic fact is the recent trial of Spanish Socfnl- 
fsts which was dragged out for years and in which the defendants were 
condemned to token punishment. Since they had already spent months 
in prison and years of freedom on probation, 
as air. Certain observers, however, 

they left the court free 
were surprised that they were 

given even virtually symbolic sentences. 
the evolution would proceed faster. 

These observers hoped that 
In reality, because of the con- 

U tradictions between political and economic interests, the evolution 
can occur only in zigzags, a "liberal" measure being followed by an 
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ffcial view of the problems. 

The trial was nothing less than a -magnificent tribune for social- 
ism "in the European style," Certain lawyers like Jimenez-Fcrnandez 
(leader of' the Left Christian Democracy), insisted on how inconsistent 
it would bc, at a time when Spain is crossing the threshold into Europe, 
to condemn men who profess the same ideas as the future partners of 
the Spanish government -- Spa&, Nenni, Wilson, without doubt, and 
why not Wandt or Defferre? The cou&, which in mcordmce with the 
recent law was civil and not -military, willingly recognized "the 
nobility of the ideas of the defendants " but since the law proscribed 
(for how much longer?) their activities, they applied the law. 

The trial had barely ended when rumors circulated in Madrid, a 
Swiss journal even echoing them, that some of the defendants had 
talked with certain members of the Franc0 government, particularly 
Francots present crown prince, Vice-President MW?OZ Grandes, about 
constituting a legal, respectable Spanish Socialist party, independent 
from the FSOE [Partfdo Socialista Obrero de Espa%], whose leadership, 
as everyone knows, has been in exile since 1939. It is difficult at 
the moment to get to the bottom of these rumors. Were they, perhaps, 
started so as to reach the ears of the Council of Ministers of the 

_ European Economic Community? 

In any case, it seems that Tierno Galvan was alluding to the-m 
when he said in his interview: "Spanish socialism is a whole, kl- 
though various regional groupings with their respective objectives 
have been able to rise here and there, it seems improbable to me 
that a Socialist party detached fro-m its origins could become an 
offoctive factor of order and political equilibrium." These 'origins" 
for Tierno Galvan are evidently not Marxism but the PSOE. In short, 
Tierno Galvan, after having been the editor of the manifestoes of the 
Spanish Union (monarchist), and having been associated with Dionisio 
Ridruejo, recently entered the PSOE. Re at first demanded wide 
autonomy for the socialists inside the country. This was rcfuscd by 
the leadership in exile. Tierno Galvan bowed, or at least made it 
look like he was bowing, to party discipline. 

The only conclusion we can draw from all this is that once again 
in history, in response to the call of the bourgeoisie, the social 
reformists are answering, "Present!" 

Ticrno Galvan, who calmly said that in "Spain the opposition has 
the nature above all of moral protest in which are found all the 
social classes, tcmperamcnts, ctc.,1r (the interview cited above) is 
co-mpletcl 

v 
ready to collaborate with tho Spanish bourgooisie‘in the 

farce of rliberalization." He is not the only one to shake the tinsel 
of a certain 'lsocialism, iI the better to dupe the working class and the 
better to betray them to the profit of the predominant layers of the 
Spanish bourgeoisie of today: the monopolistic capitalists. 4 

If part of the Spanish Socialists are ready for tho "European" 
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game of the capitalists, the Communist party,. for its part, on aban- 
doning the class struggle for "national reconciliation," is proposing 
a so-called antimonopoly program to the 'masses which in practice coin- 
sides with the demands of certain t'left't Falnngist circles who rcprc- 
sent the interests of the middle layers. 

Ncithcr the PSOE nor the Communist party today represent the 
gcnuino intorcsts of the working class. Eut the working class is 
there, and the workers struggle c,an only grow and become organized. 
And the whole world, the Communist party and the PSOE included, must 
take it into account. We will return to this. 

FOURTH INTERNATIONAL DENOUNCES RABAT VERDICT 

The United Secretariat of the Fourth International issued the 
following statement to the press on March 15: 

The Fourth.Intcrnational denounces with indignation the scandalous 
verdict in the Rabat trial against the militants of the vanguard bc- 
longing to the Union Nationale dcs Forces Populaires of Morocco. 

The eleven death penalties, 
Diouri, Omar Benjolloun, 

which included Mohammed Basri, Moumen 
imprisoned since last July, and Ben Barka, 

who was already condcmnod to death for expressing solidarity with the 
Algerian Revolution, constitutes a new stage in the only real plot 
involved in this case -- the plot of the neocolonialist Moroccan author- 
ities against the movement which has conducted_ the struggle in recent 
years against French imperialism and sought to win genuine economic 
and political independence for the Moroccan masses. 

The Rabat trial has placed a glaring light on the plot mastcr- 
minded by the Moroccan monarchy following its stinging electoral 
defeat, The defense exposed the torture practiced by the police on 
the defendants, the violations of judicial procedures, and especially 
the denial of the right of the de-fcnse to bring in French attorneys 
in accordance with Moroccan law. 
deliborate, 

After some weeks of battling these 

dants 
illegal procedures of the court, the lawyers and the defcn- 

ceased to participate in what had become a mockery of justice. 

nant 
Together with the odious death sentences, the court made a repug- 
effqrt in its verdict to divide the defendants. 

The Fourth International, in sending its greetings to the defcn- 
dants, appeals to the world workers movement and the ,liberation move- 
mcnts of the colonial peoples to indicat their feelings about the 
scandalous Rabat verdict and help save the lives and win the release 
of thcso militants of the Moroccan vanguard. 
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GET U.S. TROOPS OUT OF VIE_TNAM! 
.- 

The United Seoretariat of the Fourth International issued the 
following declaration on March 16: 

In recent weeks the imperialist rulers of the United States have 
been threatening to extend their undeclared war in South Vietnam into 
North Vietnam. 
ent deolarations 

At the moment they have somewhat muted their belliger- 
about bombing Hanoi. Since McNamarals return to 

Washington the talk has been reduced to mounting guerrilla forays 
into North Vietnam and to increasing the already oolossal flow of 
weapons and dollars to keep the rotten Saigon regime in power. 

The danger thus remains that U.S, intervention in South Vietnam 
can "escalate" at any time. This in turn would almost surely bring 
in China and the Soviet Union. . 

The basfc fact in South Vietnam is that U.S. imperialism and the 
reactionary puppets it is maintaining there face a military debacle. 
In the same region where imperialist France suffered a historic defeat 
a decade ago, the still mightier power of imperialist America now 
faces a still more spectacular catastrophe at the hands of an insur- 
gent people seeking national liberation and socialism. 

What power the colonial revolution is revealingt With a courage 
that will live forever in the memory of mankind, the Vietnamese people 
are following the example of the Chinese, the Cubans, and the Alger- 
ians, and, almost barehanded, are seizing the very arms brought to sup- 
press them in order to turn them against their would-be conquerors. 

with 
feet 
tion 

This lesson will ring throughout the rest of the colonial world 
thousandfold force, bringing fresh tens of millions to their 
in rebellion against the schemes of the new imperialist combina- 
that was created on the ashes of World War II. 

And inside the United States itself, big sectors of the popula- ._ - - 
tion, particularly among the workers, farmers and minorities, will 
recall the lessons of Korea and speak out more insistently against 
the insane policy of plunging American forces into military adven- 
tures in foreign lands. The same sectors that created an irresistible 
pressure at the end of World War II to bring the GIls home, will gain 
in courage in demanding that the American troops be withdrawn from 
Vietnam.- 

The whole world will back them in 
moot rcnlintic in the situation: ‘_ 

three slogans that arpc the 

Hands Off Vietnam! 
own fate! 

Let the Vietnamese people determine their 
Get U.S. Troops Out of Vietnam1 
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